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Abstract
The Alaska Arctic Observatory & Knowledge Hub 
(AAOKH) is a network of local, indigenous experts 
making environmental and ecological observations in 
northern Alaska coastal communities, and provides a 
framework for sharing these observations with other 
community members, scientists, policy makers, and 
other stakeholders.  Observations typically include 
weather information, oceanographic conditions, sea ice 
processes (freeze-up, break-up, specific incidents, etc.), 
tundra conditions, wildlife sightings, hunting reports, 
and community events. Anomalous events and 
conditions are particularly noted and help to catalogue 
changes to the seasonal cycles around which many 
subsistence and community activities revolve.  Repeated 
observations in a location allow environmental changes 
in that area to be monitored, while observations taken 
along most of the Alaskan Arctic coast gives insight as to 
how change is varying temporally and spatially across 
the larger area. Since it is local experts in the coastal 
communities who make the observations, the archive of 
observations provides a relevant viewpoint important to 
local and regional policy and planning, as well as a 
holistic viewpoint from which science can progress in a 
meaningful way.

Mapping of whale hunting trails

Since 2007, the location of subsistence whale hunting trails on the landfast ice 
near Utqiaġvik have been mapped with GPS, and the ice thickness along the 
trails measured with an electromagnetic conductivity meter mounted on a sled 
pulled by a snow machine. The trail maps and ice thickness are overlaid on 
recent SAR imagery, and electronic and paper formats are made available to the 
community and the Barrow Search and Rescue Unit. The ice thickness surveys 
reveal characteristics of the landfast ice along the trail sections. For instance, 
the average thickness of level landfast ice is determined, a feature controlled by 
the timing and processes of local freeze-up along with weather, ocean, and ice 
conditions in the region during the fall and winter. Below is a comparison of 
average ice thickness between 2017 and 2018, which was about 4.5 feet and a 
little over 2.5 feet respectively. The whaling trail mapping effort is planned to 
expand to Wainwright in 2019.
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February 13, 2018 (S. Patkotak): The last 
days for lagoon smelt fishing. Ice lagoon 
depth at 15 to 20 deep but ice at four feet 
and smelt run very slow. Huge tomcod and 
sculpin were caught.  Strong northeastly
keeping young leads open...  Fresh water 
frozen leaving tidal salt water in lagoon as 
green. Current ocean side show coastline 
recent piling.  Reindeer and caribou grazing 
at hills with low snow. 2 ft. snow as average 
but solid hard pack.

January 23, 2018 (J. Leavitt): 
No sign of water, all 1st year ice but 
a large pan of ice can be seen near 
the last lead opening.

November 2, 2018 (B. Adams): 
Location Pigniq, overcast, 
temperature 29f, north west winds 15 
mph, and visibility to 6 miles. Slush is 
about 100-200 yards and the waves 
are making a berm with slush.

August 31, 2018 (B. Adams): Location NARL, temperature 
36f, west winds 20-25mph, overcast, rain, and fog! So we have all 
this windy summer up to fall. This long prolonged continuous 
sort of weather gives a hunter a hint that the weather in the not 
too distant future that the winds may slow down for a good 
number of days ahead. Se we have learned from our elders that 
there is always good hope after theses kinds of days or months.

July 15, 2018 (J. Leavitt): No 
ice on Chukchi side. All seal 
hunting done on east side of 
the Point. Ice still reported. 
Caribou reported nearby. Gray 
whale can be seen off shore.

July 3, 2018 (B. Adams): …west winds 
25 mph, temperature 33f, overcast, rain, 
rising waters, and visibility to 3 miles. 
The pack ice breaks into shorefast ice 
and freeing areas of shorefast ice!

May 5, 2018 (R. Tokeinna Jr. in Wales): This week 
we lost our shorefast ice. Really super early. My 
educated guess was hoping for the middle of the 
month…You can see the difference between the two 
pictures… Handful oflocal hunters were hunting 
from the shore ice and couple successful catch of 
seals were made. Local residents spot boats out in 
the water with report of walrus spotted on ice.
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